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A METKOD FOR THE IMPID ESTIMATION OF

TVRBIILENT BOUNDARY-LAYER ‘PHICKNESSES

FOR CALCULATING PROFIIE DRAG

By Neal Tetervin,

sTJ~~y

An analysis Is developed that makes it possible to
integrate vo~ I{&m&n 1s botiaary- layer moment& equation
directly. For this purpose the skin-fiictlon coeffi-
cient is expressed as a function of the Reynolds number
based on the boundary-layer mo.aentum thickness and the
boundary-layer shape Is assumed to be constant. The
inteSreted equation permits the bc~ndary-layer momentum
thic?zness at the airfoil trailing edge to be rapidly
deteririned for the estimation of airfoil profile-drag
coef’f’lcjents.

INTRODUCTION

~ecenlz increases in size and speed of modern air-
craft have emphasized the need for a method of esti-
mating rapidly the profile drag of winCs. One of the
most time-consuming operations in a profile-drag estimate
has been the calculation of the thiclmess of the turbu-
lent boundary layer. Squire and Young (reference 1)
calculate the thickness cl’the turbul.e?t~oundary layer
by a step-by-step Integration of von Karmanls boundary-
layer momentum equation (reference 2). A logarithmic
skin-friction formula designed to fit Schllchting~s ap-
proximate formula for the skin friction (reference 3) Is
used in the Integration. Reference 4 gives a method for
the determination of the turbulent boundary-layer thick-
ness which eliminates the step-by-step computations of
reference 1 but requires that suitable approximations to
the airfoil pressure distribution be made. The method of
reference 5 eliminates ba#.the s&ep-by-step computations
of reference 1 and the necessity for making approximations
to the airfoil pressure distribution required in reference 4:
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however, reference ~
boundsry-layer shape

MACAA(2RNo.1434

is restricted to a particular
and does not explicitly indicate

how to use an arbitrary skin-friction law with the
Integrated von K&m&& Oq.UAtlOn.

In the present paper the step-by-step computation of
reference 1 is eliminated along with the necessity for
maki%r approximations to the airfoil pressure dtstribu-
tlons, which were required h reference 4. A more general
specification of the boundary-layer shape than that given
In reference 5 is used and a method for use of any skin-
friction law with the Integrated von Kirmdn equation Is
presented. The integrated form of the von K6’rmKnmomentum
equation appears applicable either to the hriinar or the
tur3ulent boundary layer provided that the appropriate and
constant shape of the bcundary layer Is assumed and the
appropriate formula for the skin friction 1s used. For
the turbulent boundary layer, a skin-friction formula
based directly on the data obtained from experiments in
pipss (reference 2) is prgsented in a form readily usable
For boundary-layer calculations.

The present work provides a method for the calcula-
tion of the thichess of the turbulent boundary layer
which is more rapid than that of reference 1, more flexible
than that of reference 4, and more general than that of
reference ~. The flexibility of the method arises from
the fhct that the effects cm the calculated turbulent
boundary-layer thickness or local cha~es in the airfoil
pressure distribution, chanzee in the boundary-layer shape,
and changes In the skin-fri~tton formulas can all be
easily evalueted. The method, however, like those of
references 1, ~, and 5 cannot predict the onset of turbu-
lent sepmation and, If the danger of’turbulent separatlan
is thought to exist, the method of reference 6 may be used
to check for such a condition. Although the present method
may be used in such cases to obtain momentum thickness up
to the point of separation, It should not be used in the
determination of the drag coefficients. T@ present metlmd
can be used to calculate momentum thic’knessos for flow
over rough as well as smooth surfaces, If a curve of skin-
friction coefficient for &ho rough surface is available.

The skin-frlctlon equations presented should provide
a good estimate of the turbulent boundary-layer ~hiclmess
for use in profile-drag estimates when the alrfoll is
smooth and there Is no danger of turbulent separation.
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atrfoll chord - ‘ ‘“-” “ ‘--””’’--’

SectIon proftk-drag coeffic~ent

boundary =layen shape parameter f r which values

()

~
are given in “reference 6 ~

constant In @qUatton for skin-friction coefficient

constant tn equation for slfin-frlct5.oncoefficient

(8)dynamic preseum, patis per square foot ~

wing Reynolds number based on chord and free-
stream velocit.g

()
g

boundary-iayer Reynolds number ~

distance alo~ airfoil snrface; usually taken
equal to X

position on surface at stsrt of integration

local velocity Inside boundary layer

local velocity outsjde boundary layer

free-stream veloclty

velocity at so/c

dfstance alonf airfoil chord

perpendicular distance from wing surface

full boundary-layer thic’kne:s

displacement thiclmess [J (W,]
density

momentum thlclmess [@&:)dYl

momentum thickness “at so/o -

skin frlctlon per unit area, ~ounds per square foot

klnematlc viscosity

subscript t is used to indicate the condition at the
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von Karma~ boundary-layer momentma equation,
used to calculate the momentum thickness of the
layer, Is given in reference 2 and may be wrlt-

Cw+ H+20dq ‘o—- —=—
ds 2 q ds 2q

The mcmentum equation is a differential-equation that
can be integrated if’the boundary-layer shape, and there-
fore E, is assumed to-be constant and If the local skin-

friction coefficient Q is expressible as a power
2q

function of Re.

In order to intmrate the equation the skin-friction
coefficient Is wrltteti as

where k and n are constants that
The mo%entum equation is written as

g+ H+2gue=kx
ds u ds Un

are to be determined.

e-n

which is a differential equation of the qernoulll type.
After the equation is integrated and the arb$trary con-
stant arising from the integration is evaluated, the
result is

(1)
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inte~al occurring In equation (1) may be
either an analytical or a graphical method,
more convenient.- - - ----

DISCUSSION

equation was

--- _... . --

When the momentum
assumption was made that the shape ‘of th6 boundary layer,

integrated, the

and tfierefore H, was constant over the chord. -Al-- -
though the assumption is not true in General, the error
in 9 will usually be small because of the manner in
which E appears In the momentum equation.

~~perience has indicated that, for the calculation
of the thickness of the turbulent boundary layer, the
value of H may he chosen close to 1.,!+for alrfolls
that have small pressure recoveries but, for airfoils
that have high pressure recoverlcs, which are tlnickor
operating at high llPt coefficients, H should be chosen
closer to 1.6. In references 1,4.,andb, H was chosen
as constant and equal to 1.4. The thickness of the
laminar boundary layer can usually be obtained with suf-
ficient acc’macy for profile-dra~ calculations if the
integrated momentum equation is m-cd, togsthor with a
value of H Of 2.592, which Is the value for the Blaslus
flat-plate prof’lle (ref6rence 2).

in order to use the present f’crmof the lnte~rated
momentum e4uation, It Is necessary that the sklil-frict~on
coefficient be written as

For the lamlnar boundary layer having the Blasius shape,
n =landk = 0.2205.

A skin-friction formula for the turbulent boundary
layer which has the required form is that of Falkner
(reference 7) who, after anal~hg various data obtained
from flat plates, suggested the relation ,
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A skin-friction forqula
ments can be derived by
(22.10), and (22.17)
This formula

based directly on pipe exgerl-
use of equations (22.21),
of reference 2, pa~es @ and 43.

. .

1

g=

[ 1
(2)

& ‘. 2

2 “5 loge 2.5(1 - 5}-)
+ 5.5

is plotted In figure 1. The curve of equation (2) and
the relation suggested by Falkner (reference 7) are
plotted in figure 2. At values of Rg above about 2000,
the crrves are found to be in good ac~eement but at
values below 2000 diverge considerable.

~~e s~~n-fr~ctlon f’ormuladegived in reference 3
indicates skin-frictton coefficitmts” at small values of
~ that are in good agreement wlt:lOqWtlon (2). The
skin-friction coefficients given by Fallcner~s equation
are thgref’ore probably too small at small v81ucs of ~.

Equation (2) % based directly on the pipe experim-
ents to vhich the formula of Squire and Young (refer-
ence:l), although not derived in a direct manner, also
owes its crigin. 2%is equation and a convenient plot
of the equation are given in refereilce 6. Consideration
of flat-plate skin-f’riction data LA approxi:nations,
which were made in the interest of Sim.pllcity of expres-
sion, account for the difference between the Squire &nd
Youns formula and equation (2). ThO skin-friction coef-
ficients indicated by use of the Squire and Yo~ forcnda
are sllghtly lower than tb.oseobtained by use of equa-
tioa (2) at lar~e values of Rg but are about the same
as those obtained by equation (2) at small values of Re.
The introduction of equation (2) also serves to indicate
how an aznbltrary s?{in-friction formula may be used with
equation (l).

In order to permit the inte~ration of the momentum
equation, the skin-friction relation chosen for use “
is approximated by a simple power function of Rg. This
approxiination 1s made by using two values of ~ and the
skin-friction coefficients associated ~ith the two RQ
values to evaluate the two constants, n and k, in-the
equation

I
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The formulas to be used are

.k=
()

n
&Rf?l

where the subscript 1 identifies the skin-friction
coefficient occurring at ROIS the smaller value of Rg,

and the subscript 2 denotes the skin-friction coefficient
occurring at R@ the larger value of Rem Experience

has indicated that, if Rg2 is chosen about ten times as

large as
‘(31’

the approximation to equation (2) will be

good over th~ entire range of Re values of the turbu-

lent boundary layer likely to be encountered in a spe-
cific case. The beginning of’the turbulent boundary
layer has been found to be the region In which it is most
important to have a good approximation of the sl{in-
fricti.on curve. >cause of this fact, Re, should be .

chosen close to the initial value of Re OF the turbu-

lent boundary layer, which is assumed equal to the final
value of Rg in the laminar boundary layer.

After the momentum thickness of the boundary layer
at the trailing edge has been obtained the profile-drag
coefficient is calculated by the relat!on developed by .
Squire and Young in reference 1

H+

Cd. = ~)[i”zg -u_

Ctuo

The subscript t is used to identify the condition at
the trailing edge.
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CtMPARZSON WITH EXPERIMENT

Calculations of profile-drag coefficients have been
mede by the method describc)d herein and the results have
been compared with those obtained by other Investigators.
The profile-drag coefficient of the 25-percent-thick
airfoil at a lift oefficient of 0.25 and a Reynolds
number of &.2 x 10t for which data are given in refer-
ence 1, was calculated and compared with the experimental
value of 0.0080 gtven in reference 1. When the equation

was used, the calculated profile-dra~ coefficient
-S 0.0076. %en the equation

2= 0.,00905
aq ~o.2028

was used to fit equation (2) for values of w between
1,100 and 11,000, the calculated drag coefficient
was 0.0077. Squire and Young In referenoe 1 obtained
a calculated value of 0.0079. in all three cases the
value of H was taken equal to 1.4.

calculations of the boundary-layer momentum thick-
nesses.along the chord and the profile-drag coefficients
of the ?JACA0012 airfoil at zero angle of attack for
four Reynolds nunibers have been made and compared with
the experimental results obtained from reference 8.
The comparison is shown in the following table:
..—-- — —----- .-—- . ---— ---—--- -— ------ .—-——-—— .

h———
Rc Experi-

mental
(ref-

L erence Q)——-—— —----.-..- -
2.6 5 x 106

d

0.0071
3. 0 .00 0
5.3 0

z “i
1.00 8

7.5 0 , .0067
.-— —. —- . --- .- ----- . .

Cd. . .- —..-—- ———.—-—

I

ICalculated, Calculated, Calculated,
Squire and Falknerva equatl.on
Young (re~- equation I (2)
~erence 8).-. -. - - .. .-. . . - 1-. --..-.—..- -—-— — .

o; ::;$ ~ o:::~~ I 0.0069
● 0070

.0072 .0069
Ii

.00 0
.0069 .00 9. .... . -..-— -----.. . - --- — ---— -— -
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The profile-drag coefficients that were calculated by
using Falkner~s formula In one calculation and the.-.
‘relatfon” ‘ . . ..-, ..F- -V-., —., ,_,.. .=..

as an approximation to equation (2) between Re values
of 900 and ~000 in the second calculation are given in
this table, together with the experimental values from
reference 8 and profile-drag coefficients calculated by
the Squire and Young method in reference 8. The
boundary-layer momentum thicknesses over the surface of
the NACA 0012 airfoil, which were calculated by using
the approximation to equation (2) and the formula sug-
gested hy Falkner, are given in figure 3 together with
the experlnental values of moaentum thickness obtained
from reference 8. The differences between the two cal-
culated mouentum thicknesses are ca”~sedby the use of
the two different skin-friction formulas, the value of
H being taken as 1.5 for both calculations.

Tn order to ind!cate the effect of the choice of H
for the turbulent boundary layer on the calculated
profile-drag coefficient of a thin airfoil at a small
lift coefficient, the profile-drag coefficient of the
NA!3A0012 airfoil at ~ero angle of attack and a Reynolds
number of’ 7.r60a;d10; Gwas also calculated for values
of H of 1.( The profile-drag coefficients
were 0.0068 for a valu; lf E of 1.4 and 0.0070 for a
value of H of 1.6. The change In H caused a rela-
tively small change In the profile-drag coefficient of
the N1.CA0012 airfoil at zero an~le of attack because
for this airfoil at zero angle of attack the change In F
velocity over the airfoil surface is small. As can be
seen from equation (l), a change in the value of H
will have greater effect on the calculated profile-drag
coefficient for cases in which large changes in velocity
occur (for example, on thick airfoils or on airfoils at
large llft coefficients) than for cases in which the
change in velocity is small.

.—
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SAMPLE CALCULATION

A calculation 1s given for the profile-drag coef-
ficient of the NACA 0012 airfoil at a Reynolds number
of 2.675 X 106 and zero angle of attack. The velocity
distribution, which was obtained from reference 8, is
given in figure 4 and is the experimental velocity dis-
tribution, uncorrected for tunnel-wall effects. At the.

b the transition pointReynolds number of 2.675 X 10

was at ~ = 0.48.
c

The equation that was used for the calculation of
the momentum thickness of the lamlnar boundary layer is
obtained from equation (1) by placin~ 90/c = O, n = 1,
k= 0.2205, and H= 2.592. The resulting equation is

1

(-)0 =
c s/c ‘“6:.,92 *~s’c(:7”18’.f

[)]
JJ_

‘o s/c

or,for the particular case,

()
e O.664=
z

5=0,48 (1.1!+@592

The value of ~0a48(~~-184d~ is equal to 1.760.

Then

()~ = 0.0002901
c :=0.48

The final value of Re in the lamlnar boundary, which

Is assuxed to be the initial value of Re of the .
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turbulent boundary layer, Is then calculated:

-. -, .. -,.
Re

()

eu‘= Rc-— —.. . . .. ..
c Uo

+0 .48

= 2.675 X 106 x 0.0002901 x l..nJIJ+

= 888

A value of 900 was chosen for % 1 and 9000 for %2
fcw the approximation of equation (2) by a power function
of Re. The computations for n and k are as fol-
lows : l@om figure (1)

l’?e~ = 900

To
— = 0.0022892q

%Z = 9000

To

— = o.oo14212q
0. 00228Q

10-21 0.]+76n =— =
log 10 2.302

= 0.2068

k = 0.002289 (900)0”206$

= 0.00934

Then,

To.4U!!Z4
2q Re0.2068
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The formula for the turbulent portion of the
boundary layer then becomes, for H = 1.5,

(-)9 1

[

0.01126 1

‘()

u 4-0U8=
c~
-=1 f00954)3*5 (2.675 x lo6)0*2068J0.~8 ~ ~
c

“1

1
1/1.207

l~207(lJJJ#~=+ (0.0002921)

H)

1“
The valw of u 4m7ds

is equal to 0.676
G.4~ ~ F

In f@ure 5 are shown curves of’
()

~ 8,184 and

~ 4.017 ~

()
that agply to the laminar and turbulent

~
portione of the boundary layer, respectively. Then

(-)9
= 0.002005 for one surface and

c~
:=1

Cd. = ~ x 0,002005 x 0.95)43=25 = 0.0069

1. Tf the skin-friction coefficient is expressed as
a power function of’the Reynolds number based on the
boundary-layer momentum thic-mess and the boundary-layer
shape 1s assumed to be constant, it is possible to inte-
grate von K~rm’n~s boundary-layer nonientum equation
direcbl~.

2. The Integrated boundary-layer momentum equation
permits the boundary-layer momentum thickness &t the
airfoil trailing ed~e to be raaidl.y determined for esti-
mation of airf’oilprofile-drag coefficients.

Langley Tcemorial Aeronautical Laboratory
Naticnal Ldvisory Committee for Aeronautics

T.angley Field, Va.
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NAC!AACR No. L4G14 Fig. 1

Figure l.- Skin-frlotlon coefficient T~/2q as a function of Re obtained by equation (2).

Figure 1.- Concluded.

—



9 Figure 2.- Plot of Falkner!s equation and equation (2) against Re.
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